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Executive Summary 
 

On February 23rd, the New York Independent System Operator (NYISO) experienced a 
disruption of Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition\Energy Management System 
(SCADA/EMS) service at Krey Blvd., resulting in the loss of some monitoring capability including 
State Estimator and Contingency Analysis for 46 minutes.  Also, during this disruption Inter-
Control Center Communications Protocol (ICCP) data communications were affected impacting 
real-time data collection with all Transmission Owners and external Reliability Coordinators. 
 

During the disruption, the NYISO retained visibility of internal Interconnection Reliability 
Operating Limits (IROL) interface flows, tie line IROL interface flows with neighboring Balancing 
Authority’s (BA), Area Control Error (ACE), generating unit output on units greater than 500 
MWs, and key system voltages using metering that is independent from the SCADA/EMS. In 
addition Internal NY Transmission Owners and Neighboring Reliability Coordinators were 
informed of the SCADA loss and requested to relay any abnormal conditions to the NYISO. 
 
 Pursuant to J-M3, this report describes the disruption and its relationship to the control of 
the NYS Bulk Power System, and identifies the cause of the disruption and the corrective 
actions taken.  
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1. Problem and Relationship to the NYS Bulk Power System 
 

On February 23rd, 2014 at 21:01 EST, NYISO incurred a network failure with its 
distribution layer that impacted connectivity to the network segment where NYISO’s primary 
SCADA\EMS System resides.  This failure prevented all network traffic within the affected 
network segment at NYISO’s primary facility, resulting in a SCADA/EMS outage.  Inter-Control 
Center Communications Protocol (ICCP) data communications were affected, impacting real-
time data collection with all Transmission Owners and external Reliability Coordinators. At 21:47 
EST, SCADA/EMS monitoring capability was restored at NYISO’s Carman Road facility, and all 
ICCP data communications resumed. 
 

During the loss of the SCADA/EMS the NYISO had visibility of internal IROL interface 
flows, tie line IROL interface flows with neighboring BAs, ACE, generating unit output on units 
greater than 500 MWs, and key system voltages using metering that is independent from the 
SCADA/EMS. In addition Internal NY TOs and Neighboring RCs were informed of the SCADA 
loss and requested to relay any abnormal conditions to the NYISO. 
 

2. Cause of Incident 
 

Root Cause Analysis (RCA) of this incident by the vendor uncovered a problem with the 
Switch Stack's ability to process Spanning-Tree BPDU (bridge protocol data unit) packets. This 
functionality is essential to prevent looping conditions on the network and keep device 
resources at a minimum.  A defect was encountered during normal operation resulting in a 
problem that caused CPU and memory utilization to spike, resulting in restart of the switch.   
After the restart, the layer 2 topology did not re-converge because the adjacent legacy switches 
were not capable of blocking the amount of BPDU’s being sent out by newly updated 
distribution layer switches. The result of that failure limited the newly upgraded distribution layer 
switches’ ability to block spanning tree protocol traffic, more specifically BPDUs, which caused 
instability on the affected network and affected all traffic flow within that network segment. 
 

3. Corrective Actions 
 

On February 23rd at 21:47 EST, SCADA\EMS and ICCP functionality was restored using 
the servers at Carman Road, Operational control was maintained at the Krey Boulevard.  
 

Subsequent corrective actions included NYISO Information Technology replacing the 
distribution layer switch that exhibited the high CPU and memory utilization on February 24rd, 
2014 at 01:21 EST.  Also, once root cause was determined by the vendor, NYISO Information 
Technology retired all remaining adjacent legacy switches as of February 25th, 2014 16:26 EST. 
This removed the risk of incompatible switches causing a similar problem. 
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